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ConsumerRights &Responsibilities 

We pay tribute to Indian consumers, who are the driving force behind paradigm shifts in the Indian market. When it comes to marketing strategies, they are the source of inspiration and motivation for businesses. The consumer rights outlined below are the result of enlightened initiatives spearheaded by consumer education pioneers, the actions of which have resulted in the Indian marketplace becoming more vibrant and dynamic.
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ConsumerRights & Responsibilities 
Right to Safety

Right to be Informed

Right to Choose 

Right to be heard

Right to Seek Redressal

Rights to Consumer Education

www.altosindia.net

In order to protect their long-term interests, consumers have the right to ensure the quality of the products available on the market. Indian Standards Institution (ISI) (for industrial and electrical products), AGMARK (or Agriculture Mark for agricultural products), FPO mark (for processed fruit items), and other quality marks are used in India.

The consumer can insist on acquiring all the necessary details regarding the products and protect themselves from malpractices.

The consumer's interest will be given proper consideration and they will be provided with the appropriate forum to do so.

The consumer has the right to claim for redressal in case of exploitation and demand for a fair settlement.

It is also the responsibility of the consumer to be aware of their rights and hence the right to consumer education means the right to acquire relevant skills and knowledge as required to be an informed consumer.

It is the right of a consumer to have accessibility to a variety of products available in the market at fair prices.
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Success Story 
Tumpa Adhikary

ACHIEVER’S
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I am thankful to Altos for giving me an opportunity in sharing my transformational journey from a milkman to a leading Direct Seller in Rourkela in this issue of the newsletter. My journey with Direct Selling business started in an unexpected manner, I had gone for home delivery of milk and met Mr. Rajat Kar, Altos Brand Ambassador in his house. He explained to me about Altos business opportunity and its product ranges. Opportunity to earn extra income which, enables me to earn more spare income during my spare time got me interested in joining Altos. I started doing the ground work by contacting all my customers, relatives and friends by sharing with them the benefits of Altos products and its business opportunity.Credit for my initial success in the field goes to my customers to whom I would do milk deliveries, with whom I had a long standing relationship. �ey became the nucleus of my Sales Network.I am thankful to my uplines in the region for handholding me and providing me with the requisite field support in the initial phase of my Direct Selling career with Altos.I would now like to share with all of you, what I have learnt from my upline which will help you in building your Direct Selling Career with Altos. I have divided my Altos learnings in three कदम which will inspire youth to explore Direct Selling as a career opportunity.

कदम 1 In Direct Selling, the most important thing is that we need to work on our contact list and meet lots of people through regular home meetings. Minimum four or five meetings a week is necessary so that we start building our sales network. कदम 2 Downlines are Lifelines It is essential for us to guide, help and train our downlines. We should inspire them to attend company trainings and seminars. �ey should be groomed in the technique of teaching this business to their downlines. In the beginning advise the downlines to do activities within their locality first and then slowly spread across to other areas once they have acquired experience in the field. कदम 3 Dealing with criticism/ rejection During these trying times we need to focus on aim and goals and ignore any such negative talks.I always hum below lines whenever I face rejections during my sales calls:

Vijay Singh
Success Story ACHIEVER’SSuccess Story 
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I am thankful to Altos for giving me an opportunity in sharing my transformational journey from a milkman to a leading Direct Seller in Rourkela in this issue of the newsletter. My journey with Direct Selling business started in an unexpected manner, I had gone for home delivery of milk and met Mr. Rajat Kar, Altos Brand Ambassador in his house. He explained to me about Altos business opportunity and its product ranges. Opportunity to earn extra income which, enables me to earn more spare income during my spare time got me interested in joining Altos. I started doing the ground work by contacting all my customers, relatives and friends by sharing with them the benefits of Altos products and its business opportunity.
 कदम 2 Downlines are Lifelines It is essential for us to guide, help and train our downlines. We should inspire them to attend company trainings and seminars. �ey should be groomed in the technique of teaching this business to their downlines. In the beginning advise the downlines to do activities within their locality first and then slowly spread across to other areas once they have acquired experience in the field. कदम 3 Dealing with criticism/ rejection During these trying times we need to focus on aim and goals and ignore any such negative talks.I always hum below lines whenever I face rejections during my sales calls:I am thankful to my uplines in the region for handholding me and providing me with the requisite field support in the initial phase of my Direct Selling career with Altos.I would now like to share with all of you, what I have learnt from my upline which will help you in building your Direct Selling Career with Altos. I have divided my Altos learnings in three कदम which will inspire youth to explore Direct Selling as a career opportunity.

कदम 1 In Direct Selling, the most important thing is that we need to work on our contact list and meet lots of people through regular home meetings. Minimum four or five meetings a week is necessary so that we start building our sales network.
Credit for my initial success in the field goes to my customers to whom I would do milk deliveries, with whom I had a long standing relationship. �ey became the nucleus of my Sales Network.
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Attributes consumers look for whenBuying Products
One of the main reasons people buy a product is because they know it works. Whether they learned about the product through personal experience or from demonstration advertising, they have seen the outcomes and choose that brand because of its reputation for quality. In order to create a high-quality product, a corporation needs use cutting-edge formulation services to create the recipe.
Altos manufactures all of its products in-house at its own cutting-edge manufacturing facilities. Products manufactured go through several rounds of quality checks and have carved out a special place in the minds of the consumers. All Altos products are manufactured a t  A b h i s h e k  P h a r m a c e u t i c a l s '  w o r l d - c l a s s manufacturing facilities.The certificates listed below attest to Altos's quality standards in offering its products  World Health Organization – Good Manufacturing Practices (WHO-GMP) ISO 14001:2015 - Environment Management System  ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management System Occupational Health and Safety Management System - OHSAS 18001:2007 US FDA (US FDA Regulatory Guidelines for Scientific and Medical Instruments Halal Certificate

Quality
Altos Commitment to Qualitywww.alt
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Sometimes the product their grandmother used will be good for future generations, but more often than not, everyone is looking for the next best thing. In order to hold an audience's attention and attract new customers, you must be innovative. Innovation is also one of the most difficult components for businesses to accomplish because it necessitates a deep understanding of the product.Altos products – A Symbol for InnovationAltos is a strong supporter of 'Made in India' products that are known for their quality and innovation. Altos' state-of-the-art in-house research and development facilities are at the forefront of innovation, benefiting Indian consumers. Altos' hallmark is innovation, which has helped it establish a Pan-India presence over the last 20 years. Product innovation has given Altos a pride of place in the minds of the consumers and they have immensely benefitted from it. 
Safety testing and labelling are critical in assuring consumer safety and brand trust, whether a product is "all-natural" or "extremely flammable." Verification investigations and stability testinga r e  p r o v i d e d  b y  s p e c i a l i s e d  a n a l y t i c a l laboratories, which push items to their breaking point and identify any potential risks.
Altos has built strong brand trust among consumers by emphasizing safety testing and labeling on all of its products.Altos' manufacturing plant protocols include verification investigations and safety testing, which are provided by specialized analytical laboratories that push items to their breaking point and identify potential risks.

Innovation

Safety
Altos – Safety Fidelity
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Consumer Purchase Decision:
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Consumers have a significant impact on a product's future in the marketplace. A consumer's purchase of a product is a step toward brand building initiative and demonstrates its likeability.The most important step toward brand building is the purchase of a product, which signifies its acceptance. The following consumer purchase decision is an important part of the Consumer Behavior pattern and is important information for our readers when they go out to buy products:

Consumer Purchase Decision Process

Problem Recognition
Post Purchase Behavior
Information Search
Purchase Decision
Evaluation of Alternatives 
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